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Electron inertia effects on the planar plasma sheath problem
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The steady one-dimensional planar plasma sheath problem, originally considered by Tonks and
Langmuir, is revisited. Assuming continuously generated free-falling ions and isothermal electrons
and taking into account electron inertia, it is possible to describe the problem in terms of three
coupled integro-differential equations that can be numerically integrated. The inclusion of electron
inertia in the model allows us to obtain the value of the plasma floating potential as resulting from
an electron density discontinuity at the walls, where the electrons attain sound velocity and the
electric potential is continuous. Results from numerical computation are presented in terms of plots
for densities, electric potential, and particles velocities. Comparison with results from literature,
corresponding to electron Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution (neglecting electron inertia), is also
shown. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3581081]
I. INTRODUCTION
The steady one-dimensional planar plasma sheath prob-
lem, originally considered by Tonks and Langmuir,1 is a
classic problem in plasma physics, which has been and still
is the object of study and discussions.2–24 The problem is of
interest in almost all applications involving plasmas confined
to a finite volume, spanning from plasma technology to mag-
netic controlled fusion research. In its simplest approxima-
tion the problem can be modeled as an infinite partially
ionized collisionless plasma, with isothermal electrons and
single ionized ions, embedded between two perfectly absorb-
ing parallel walls. Since electrons have a greater mobility
than ions, the walls should become negatively charged, in
such a way that ions are attracted to them. The system should
tend to a steady state with equal electron and ion fluxes (van-
ishing electric current density) at the walls that should be at
a characteristic value of electric potential, named floating
potential. In order to maintain the steady state, some mecha-
nisms for energy input and electron/ion production are nec-
essary. This is normally ascribed to geometrical effects not
taken into account by the infinite planar approximation (i.e.,
plasma flow from regions outside the probe) and/or to ioniza-
tion processes due to electron collisions with neutrals. One
of the simplest forms to accomplish with such requirements,
in a simple one-dimensional planar model, is to assume a
particle generation term proportional to some power c of
the electron density (typically c¼ 0, 1, or 2) like G(x)
¼ m n0[ne(x)=n0]c, where ne(x) represents the electron density,
n0¼ ne(0) and m may be regarded as the generation (or ioni-
zation) rate divided by the electron density at the center of
the configuration (x¼ 0).1,4 Moreover, for cold ions, colli-
sions may be neglected and they may be assumed to be pro-
duced at rest and to be freely accelerated to the walls by the
electric field. At the same time, for low pressure discharges
in which the electron mean free path (for ion/neutral colli-
sions) is larger than wall separation, electron momentum
losses may also be neglected and they may be considered to
be produced with the necessary thermal energy, to compen-
sate losses at the walls, but with a vanishing average linear
momentum. A widely used assumption, in approaching the
problem, is to neglect electrons continuity equation together
with their kinetic energy associated to the flow and consider
their distribution to be simply a Maxwell–Boltzmann one
with constant temperature. By one side this simplify the
equations, but when the floating plasma electric potential has
to be evaluated, an unsatisfactory hypothesis for the electron
flux to the walls has to be introduced, estimating it with the
one side randomic flow associated to the electron distribution
itself.
In the literature, following Tonks and Langmuir approach,
it is quite common to divide the plasma in two regions, one in
which it is almost electrically neutral and ion electron pairs are
produced, commonly called presheath and the sheath, close to
the walls, where ion motion is supersonic (according to Bohm
criterion2) and electron and ion densities differ appreciably.
This approach generates serious troubles when a matching
between the two regions has to be done,3 but actually it is not
necessary when the equations are solved numerically, as shown
by Self,4 who solved the whole problem with a Maxwell–
Boltzmann electron distribution and free-falling ions starting
from rest. Such matching problem can also be avoided with
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations as in Ref. 14, where the pla-
nar plasma sheath problem was considered taking into account
different kinds of particle generation sources (more or less
spread; with or without injected linear momentum), taking into
account Coulomb collisions and ions not necessarily cold in
relation to electrons (due to computation limitations the ions
were also considered less massive than they actually are). The
article shows results in fair agreement with simpler models:
very similar values of the wall floating potential were obtained;
the electron temperature appears practically constant, also
inside the sheath close to the wall (this is not explicitly shown
in the article but can be inferred from the widths of the electron
distribution functions in their Fig. 6). Such simulation also
showed the development of an electron average velocity,
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increasing from the center of the discharge toward the walls,
up to about 80% their sonic one [this can be inferred from Fig.
9(a) in Ref. 14, which is not discussed there]. This suggests
that electron inertia effects, while negligible in the presheath
plasma, should be taken into account in the sheath close to the
walls.
Here, we present a simple model of the problem which
properly takes into account electron continuity equation and
inertia, allowing to estimate the plasma floating potential in
a more consistent way than simply equating the ion flux to
the one side randomic electron flux at the wall. For simplic-
ity, a free-falling model for ions, assumed to be created at
rest, will be adopted, collisions will be neglected, electrons
will be assumed to have a constant temperature (Coulomb
collisions should contribute to this aspect) and created at the
same rate of the ions, without any average linear momentum
but with the necessary thermal energy in order to maintain a
steady state. Such assumptions allow to eliminate the energy
transport equation for the electrons and should be a reasona-
ble approximation for plasmas with a large electron–electron
collision frequency but small ion/neutral–electron collision
frequencies. Some inconsistency with the energy transport
equation actually exists, if one thinks that a temperature gra-
dient should be necessary in order to give a heat flow vector
that should balance the equation itself. However, this could
be circumvented if one thinks in large heat conductivity (in
such a way that small temperature gradients could produce
the necessary heat flow) or that the distribution function is
not necessarily symmetric around the average velocity (in
such a way that a heat flow vector could exist even if temper-
ature is constant).
The model has been solved numerically and in order to
compare the present approach to that of Self,4 we adopt a
similar normalization for the different variables entering the
problem.
II. MODEL EQUATIONS
Let us consider the steady state of a one-dimensional infi-
nite slab of partially ionized plasma, with single ionized ions,
symmetrically placed with respect to a plane x¼ 0 in a Carte-
sian system of coordinates, in contact with two electrically
charged walls. Assuming that electron/ion pairs are produced
according to the generation term G(x) ¼ m n0 [ne(x)/n0]c, previ-
ously introduced, for constant electron temperature Te it is con-
venient to introduce a dimensionless independent variable





a typical discharge width. Due to the
assumed symmetry, in the following only y  0 will be consid-
ered. Using –e for the electronic charge, me;i for the electron=
ion mass and k for the Boltzmann constant, it is also convenient
to define the following dimensionless dependent variables: par-






ue;iðyÞ particles flux densities (for con-
sistency with the steady state assumption they are assumed to
be equal for both species) CðyÞ ¼ ~ne;iðyÞ~ue;iðyÞ, and electric
potential /ðyÞ ¼  eVðyÞkTe (positive defined since the actual elec-
tric potential V is expected negative). With such notation the
corresponding one-dimensional equations for continuity, elec-










































Debye length. Typical values of a should range from 1/10 to
1/1000 (Ref. 4).
According to the free-falling model, an ion produced










in such a way that the dimensionless ion density appearing in







Equations (1)–(3) together with (5) represent a closed special
set of integro-differential equations for ~ne;C and / that can
only be solved numerically with initial conditions at y¼ 0:
~neð0Þ ¼ 1, ~nið0Þ ¼ 1þ d, Cð0Þ ¼ 0, /ð0Þ ¼ 0. For monot-




the subindex y indicates derivative with respect to y) in the
initial value of the dimensionless ion density must be posi-
tive. The second derivative of the dimensionless electric
potential at the origin may be obtained by a lowest order
expansion of Eq. (3) using Eq. (5), which gives





In the limit a ! 0, /yyð0Þ ! p
2
2
and for finite a numerical
solutions of Eq. (6) have to be used. Once c and a are given,
Taylor expansions up to y4 for U and ~ne, and up to y
3 for C,
assuming a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution for ~ne(this is
quite well justified close to the center of the discharge, where
the electron velocity is small and linear with y), have been
used for starting the numerical integration of the equations
adopting a finite difference centered scheme. Owing to the
great accuracy necessary to calculate the numerical integrals
associated to ~ni, interpolation functions for the dependent
variables are generated at each step using the facilities of
WOLFRAM MATHEMATICA software.26 The step size and the
number of initial points, for which the Taylor expansions
were used, were adjusted up to obtain a negligible disconti-
nuity between the analytic /yy and the numerical one. Com-
putations have been stopped when C~ne approached unity, since
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in that limit d~ne
dy in Eq. (3) diverges and the electron dimen-
sionless velocity also approaches unity, i.e., a sonic disconti-
nuity is developed. We ascribe to such singular behavior the
attainment of plasma floating potential at the wall, which is
continuous there and depends on the chosen values of c, a,
and mime.
In the following, numerical results are presented for
several cases and compared with Self results, obtained
neglecting electron inertia and using an electron density
arising from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, i.e., ~neðyÞ
¼ ~nMðyÞ ¼ exp½/ðyÞ.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Computational results are presented for mime corresponding
to hydrogen (H) and mercury (Hg), three representative val-
ues for a, namely 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001, and c¼ 0, 1, and 2. In
Fig. 1, dimensionless electric potential profiles are plotted as
functions of y for H, c¼ 1, and a¼ 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001. In
Fig. 2, dimensionless electric potential profiles are plotted as
functions of y for H, a¼ 0.01, and c¼ 0, 1, and 2. Filled
curves represent results from the present model, while
dashed ones indicate the corresponding solutions given by
Self for free-falling ions, which do not suffer from any singu-
larity in the range of integration. Our curves have to be
stopped at the corresponding plasma floating potential owing
to the attainment of sonic velocity by the electrons. As it can
be appreciated, there are practically no difference in the
regions where our curves overlap with those of Self. His
curves can in principle be extended up to infinity unless
some additional assumption is taken in order to locate the
corresponding wall. Normally, such assumption corresponds
to equate the ion flux to the one side randomic flux of the
Maxwell–Boltzmann distributed electrons. This is somewhat
artificial and inconsistent with the neglecting of electron
motion and the proposed ion generation mechanism that
should be accompanied by an equal number of generated
electrons.
It is interesting to note that Self solutions are independ-
ent of the ionic to electronic mass ratio for a given a, since
he neglected electron inertia and used a convenient normal-
ization of the spatial coordinate, so that the ionic mass disap-
peared explicitly from the characteristic equation of his
model and the wall position (which does depend on the ionic
to electronic mass ratio) is deduced a posteriori, equating the
ion flux to the one side randomic flux of the Maxwellian
electrons. Neglecting electron motion far from the wall is
inconsistent with the steady state assumption that requires a
vanishing electric current in all the domain (i.e., an elec-
tronic current is necessary to compensate the ionic one), its
inclusion allows us to define the floating wall potential in
consistency with the model equations. In order to better
show the differences between Self results and ours, in
Table I we compare values of the electric floating potential
and wall position corresponding to H and Hg for some typi-
cal values for a and different c. gW and SW correspond to
Self values for wall dimensionless potential and dimension-
less wall position, while /W and yW correspond to ours. As it
can be seen, differences in wall positions are not really sig-
nificant, but the corresponding values for the electric poten-
tial are appreciably larger than Self values, about 10%. This
is due to the inclusion of electron inertia that makes electron
density smaller close to the wall and, owing to the large
slope of the electric potential there, even small differences in
wall position may generate a large difference in its value
when compared with Self one.
As in Self model, also in ours there is a smooth transi-
tion from subsonic to supersonic motion for the ions and it is
quite arbitrary to identify any special value for the potential
or the position at which the quasineutral plasma approxima-
tion ceases to be valid and the Bohm sheath approximation
FIG. 1. Potential profiles for atomic hydrogen (H) with characteristic values
for a (0.1, 0.01, and 0.001) and c¼ 1. Filled curves correspond to the model
described by the present work, while dashed curves indicate solutions given
by Self (Ref. 4).
FIG. 2. Potential profiles for atomic hydrogen (H) with characteristic values
for c (0, 1, and 2) and a¼ 0.01. Filled curves correspond to the model
described by the present work, while dashed curves indicate solutions given
by Self (Ref. 4).
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starts to be. Anyway, in Table II, for different sets of c and a,




d (ratio of charge unbal-
ance at y to that at the center) at the position ys where ion
dimensionless average squared velocity is defined as:6









attains memi (i.e., the square of the cold ion sound velocity) and
also at the wall position yw. The corresponding values for
½½/s ¼ /ðysÞ are also indicated in the table. As it can be
appreciated, the commonly conceived idea that before enter-
ing the sheath (defined according to Bohm criterion2) plasma
quasineutrality condition holds, may not be a good statement
for large values of a (as for example for a¼ 0.1, which corre-
sponds to d¼ 2.355 102 and consequently D~nðysÞ varies
between 0.23 and 0.06 depending on c). It is worth to men-
tion that all values for ½½/s ¼ /ðysÞ in Table II are within
the range of 0.6931< ½½/ ¼ ðysÞ< 0.8539 for the potential
at the so-called sheath edge, as reported by Harrison and
Thompson.6
In Fig. 3, a typical result for ion and electron densities
as function of position, corresponding to H, a¼ 0.01 and
c¼ 1, is shown. Ion and electron densities differ consider-
ably at the wall position. Inside the figure, an enlargement of
the detail for electron density close to the wall is shown. For
comparison, the electron density of our model is plotted to-
gether with that corresponding to a Maxwell–Boltzmann dis-
tribution, ~nMðyÞ ¼ exp½/ðyÞ. They practically overlap up
to very close to the wall where the difference increases with
increasing a. The abrupt fall of the electron density in our
model is due to the fact that electron velocity is reaching the
sonic one at the wall. This can be understood neglecting the
variation of electron flux density close to wall, in such a way
















d , at the wall y ¼ yw and at the sheath edge y ¼ ys.











0 18.7 9.9 0.8330 0.4377 17.2 9.8 0.8331 0.4378
1 10.1 5.2 0.7678 0.4772 7.8 5.2 0.7679 0.4772
2 8.3 2.6 0.7303 0.5367 6.7 2.6 0.7304 0.5368









0 865.2 118.6 0.7178 0.3497 732.2 118.4 0.7179 0.3498
1 720.8 51.3 0.7040 0.4041 579.8 51.2 0.7041 0.4042
2 684.4 19.4 0.6973 0.4822 559.4 19.4 0.6974 0.4823









0 69420.5 652.8 0.6946 0.3416 57107.7 650.1 0.6947 0.3417
1 67229.2 179.3 0.6935 0.3982 55055.8 178.4 0.6936 0.3983
2 66847.2 42.2 0.6932 0.4785 54742.1 42.0 0.6933 0.4786
TABLE I. Comparison for dimensionless plasma wall potentials and dimen-
sionless wall positions obtained by Self (Sw, gw) and by the present work
(yw, /w) for H and Hg and different values of c and a.
c¼ 0
H Hg
a gw Sw /w yw gw Sw /w yw
0.1 2.98 0.618 3.37 0.636 5.47 0.723 5.87 0.738
0.01 3.41 0.398 3.84 0.402 6.03 0.414 6.45 0.417
0.001 3.53 0.353 3.97 0.354 6.18 0.355 6.61 0.355
c¼ 1
H Hg
a gw Sw /w yw gw Sw /w yw
0.1 3.29 0.748 3.74 0.776 5.94 0.893 6.36 0.913
0.01 3.50 0.469 3.95 0.473 6.16 0.487 6.58 0.490
0.001 3.55 0.415 3.98 0.415 6.20 0.417 6.63 0.417
c¼ 2
H Hg
a gw Sw /w yw gw Sw /w yw
0.1 3.43 0.910 3.87 0.941 6.08 1.075 6.50 1.093
0.01 3.54 0.568 3.97 0.572 6.19 0.586 6.62 0.590
0.001 3.56 0.504 3.99 0.504 6.21 0.505 6.63 0.506
FIG. 3. Dimensionless density profiles for electrons (~ne) and ions (~ni) to-
gether with electron density due to Maxwellian distribution (~nM). In order to
show precisely the difference between our electron density and the com-
monly assumed Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, we enlarged in the same
figure a small region near the wall, where d~nedy ! 1.
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showing that for finite electric field and ~ne a singularity in
the electron density gradient is approached when ~ue
approaches unity. The loss of thermal energy density is
unable to overcome the gain in kinetic and potential energy
density of the electrons.
In Fig. 4 we show, for H and the same parameters as in
Fig. 3, the ion and electron dimensionless velocity profiles





so that unity corresponds to ion sound
velocity as defined in literature for cold ions. Comparing
with Fig. 3, it is possible to appreciate that when the ionic
velocity is close to unity, ion and electron densities are still
very close, while they are well separated when the ions reach
the wall and their dimensionless velocity is about 2.7 their
sonic one. The electron velocity profile clearly shows how
the electrons reach their thermal velocity at the wall and also
justifies the adopted Taylor expansion for ~ne close to y¼ 0.
In Fig. 5 we show the particle flux C(y) for H, a¼ 0.01,
and different c. Each curve is stopped at the respective wall





y, where for c¼ 1 and 2 the
flux approaches a plateau, since close to the wall the particle
generation term becomes negligible.
We have also analyzed the spreading in velocity of the






ðyÞ in order to give an idea of the
“spread thermal energy” of the ions in comparison with their







ing to H, a¼ 0.01 and c¼ 0, 1, and 2. The characteristic
value at y¼ 0 can be easily obtained from the approxima-




















value 1.2337 at the center of the discharge and decreases to-
ward the wall. This implies that the ions are quite cold
(almost exactly cold in the sheath close to the wall when
c¼ 1 and c¼ 2) and it can be shown that assuming them as
effectively cold (this strongly simplifies the numerical solu-
tion of the model eliminating the complicacy of the integrals
for the dimensionless ion density and allowing the use of an
ion momentum equation similar to that of the electrons)27
gives results quite close to those here presented, arising from
a free-falling ion model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The inclusion of electron inertia and generation, in the
treatment of the classic plasma sheath problem, introduces
changes to the floating plasma wall potential when compared
with results from models that simply assume Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution for electrons and neglect their veloc-
ity. The differences are essentially due to an abrupt fall in
electron density close to the end of the discharge, while the
velocity with which electrons impinge on the wall is rapidly
increasing (insofar as electron temperature is maintained
constant). In our model, electrons attain their sonic speed at
the wall, and a shock should build up there, where electron
density and velocity approach discontinuities and the electric
potential remains continuous. Electrons, refueled with zero
FIG. 5. Particle dimensionless flux C as a function of y for H, with a¼ 0.01
and c¼ 0, 1, and 2.
FIG. 4. Ion (upper curve) and electron (lower curve) velocities, normalized
to their own sound velocities, from the center to the wall for H and the same
parameters as in Fig. 3. As ~ue approaches unity, the integration has to be







ðyÞ profiles for c (0, 1, and 2) with a¼ 0.01 for atomic hydrogen
(H).
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average linear momentum, are pushed to the wall against the
acting electric force at the expenses of their thermal energy
density. Such mechanism should be the most relevant one
inside the sheath where collisions and generation rates
should not be effective, even in plasmas with warm ions and
temperature gradients. Our description in terms of the dy-
namics of the electron flow may be a physically attractive al-
ternative to the usual assumption of equating the ion flux to
the one side randomic electron flux.
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